
    

Keynote: Implementing threat intelligence  

Keynote speaker: Todd Hillis, International Association of Certified ISAOs (IACI)    

A company's threat intelligence environment often is a reflection of the overall maturity of existing network security. It 

generally requires a relatively mature network environment to support both proactive and reactive threat intelligence.  

This virtual conference will review what you need to have in place before launching a threat intelligence program, then 

how to select which commercial feeds to use along with how to implement open source intelligence. 

  

   

Prioritizing investigations with domain &                 sponsored by: 

DNS-based adversary intelligence      

Featured speaker: Jackie Abrams, Principal Product Manager, DomainTools               

While external threat intel feeds can be a solid source of information, when paired with internal indicators, it can be 

overwhelming to identify how and where to invest your time as an analyst. By following a structured, practical approach 

to investigations, you and your team can invest your time and resources where they matter most.  

This session will demonstrate repeatable investigative pathways and illustrate how to leverage available data to 

strengthen your security posture without breaking the bank, using real-world examples of DNS-based intelligence that 

exposed attack campaign infrastructure. 

 

  

Bringing useful threat intelligence to every   sponsored by: 

part of your organization               

Featured speaker: Allan Liska, Senior Security Architect, Recorded Future 

Whether they realize it or not, almost every team in an organization can benefit from effective threat intelligence — 

however, before they can start realizing its value, there is often work to do.  

This session will discuss how different teams within an organization can benefit from different aspects of threat 

intelligence, how these teams need to prepare to work with threat intelligence, and how to choose the right threat 

intelligence for your organization and the individual teams within it.  
 

 

Threat intel isn’t one size fits all                 sponsored by: 

 Featured speaker: Jackie Leombruno, Customer Success Managers, ThreatConnect 

The need for high-quality, relevant threat intelligence is clear, yet many organizations still struggle with how to 

implement it into their own security teams. The problem is that threat intelligence isn’t one size fits all. That is why it’s 

so important to make threat intelligence fit into your unique setup, not the other way around.  

This session will discuss different threat intelligence use cases and how to use threat intelligence to reduce false 

positives and gain insight to prioritize your team’s efforts - regardless of your team size. 
 

 


